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Examination of factors on decision-making upon therapy in patients
with progressive digestive cancer receiving chemotherapy
～ Focused on patients who had their condition worsened or 
experienced metastasis even under chemotherapy ～
Ruka SEYAMA1),  Kumiko YOSHIDA2)
Misako TANABE1),  Kiyoko KANDA3)
Abstract：This article described the factors on decision-making in continuation of
chemotherapy despite side effects or exacerbation in cancer in digestive cancer patients,
diagnosed as metastasis/relapse of cancer or unfit for operation and examined necessary
nursing support.
Data of 10 subjects were collected by semi-structured interview. Under qualitative analysis, 4
categories and 18 subcategories were extracted from 64 codes. 
Of the extracted categories, “perception of cancer”, “social support”, “constructive
orientation” were involved in autonomous decision-making, coming from self-introspection.
But “environment unchangeable by oneself” was declined patients’ autonomous decision-
making, why this dilemma made patients live in a contradictory world and there was fear
patients would lose hope and meaning to life.
The patients receiving chemotherapy had to decide how many times, why they didn’ t finish
with cure at one time. Therefore it was inspired that nursing interventions to go along with the
patients’ decision-making process and to perfect factors in decision-making to be able to bring
positive estimation when they evaluate their self-decision were necessity to patients’
continuation of autonomous decision-making.
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